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Advantages 
① Most of the mainstream public chain projects in the market currently 

adopt the PoS consensus mechanism, so as the decentralized market 
develops, the demand for staked assets’ liquidity release will increase 
accordingly. 

② Pursuing multi-chain development, since StaFi currently deploys 
liquidity solutions for 7 crypto assets with a total staked value of 
$5,710.97m. 

③ The security of StaFi is relatively guaranteed, as many products of it 
are audited by third-party institutions. 

④ Decentralized and non-custodial asset management through multi-
signature addresses and secure multi-party computation. 

⑤ Updating its roadmaps on a quarterly basis, and synchronize the 
progress with the community every month. 

⑥ StaFi has 27k Twitter followers and 15,832 Telegram followers, with 
great participation and activity. 

Challenges 
① StaFi is less competitive in ETH liquidity release since Lido captures 

the majority of the total value staked in the market, for example, the 
staked value of ETH on Lido is around $3.728billion, while StaFi’s ETH 
staked volume is only 0.91% of Lido’s. 

② There is still some room for improvement in StaFi's rToken ecosystem. 

Outlook 
StaFi is contributed to building a multi-chain liquidity release protocol for 
staked assets. Although Lido is prominent in the ETH liquidity release 
market at the present, StaFi still has opportunities for other staked assets. 
Moreover, StaFi is more decentralized and more distributed than Lido 
and contains relatively lower risk exposure. Therefore, as other public 
chains develop, StaFi's competitiveness will increase as well. 

Conclusion 
Based on the above information, TokenInsight gives StaFi a rating of BB, 
with a positive outlook.
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StaFi

Project StaFi

Token FIS

Total Supply 100,000,000

Industry Substrate, Staking derivatves

Team Size 15

Official Web

https://www.stafi.io/; 

https://app.stafi.io/;  

https://info.stafi.io/home/dashboard

Whitepaper
https://docs.stafi.io/stafi-whitepaper/whitepaper ; 

https://docs.stafi.io/stafi-whitepaper/rtoken-paper

GitHub Link https://github.com/stafiprotocol/stafi-node

Medium https://medium.com/stafi

Twitter https://twitter.com/Stafi_Protocol

Telegram https://t.me/stafi_protocol

Discord https://discord.com/invite/jB77etn

Explorer https://stafi.subscan.io/

Financing 

Information

Seed Round - $371k - $0.065/FIS 

Private Round 1 - $200k - $0.082FIS 

Private Round 2 - $309k - $0.085/FIS 

IEO - $110k - $0.130/FIS

Competitors Lido, Ankr

https://www.stafi.io/
https://app.stafi.io/
https://info.stafi.io/home/dashboard
https://docs.stafi.io/stafi-whitepaper/whitepaper
https://docs.stafi.io/stafi-whitepaper/rtoken-paper
https://github.com/stafiprotocol/stafi-node
https://medium.com/stafi
https://twitter.com/Stafi_Protocol
https://t.me/stafi_protocol
https://discord.com/invite/jB77etn
https://stafi.subscan.io/
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StaFi provides liquidity release solutions for staked assets, which launches its 
mainnet on September 7, 2020. It aims to address the conflict between network 
security and token liquidity in the PoS mechanism. To ensure the security of the 
network, PoS projects usually encourage users to stake their tokens. However, users 
who stake tokens may be exposed to the price fluctuation. By staking tokens on 
StaFi, users will receive rTokens as a voucher which can be used to redeem the 
staked tokens and staking rewards. In addition, rToken can be traded in the 
secondary market or be put on the third-party protocol to earn yields. 

1.1 Technical Structure 
To unlock the liquidity of staked assets, StaFi designs a 3 layers technical structure 
consisting of the bottom, contract, and application layers. The bottom layer is a 
blockchain architecture based on Substrate, which is responsible for the issuance 
and circulation of FIS and rToken. The contract layer is used for creating Staking 
Contracts that can implement token transformations, including staking and 
redemption. The application layer allows StaFi and other protocols to build 
application scenarios for rTokens. 

‣ StaFi Technical Structure 
 Source: TokenInsight 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

Bottom Layer 

The bottom layer consists of three networks, StaFi mainnet, Seiya testnet, and Sitara 
testnet. StaFi mainly supports the issuance and circulation of its native tokens, 
namely FIS and rToken. Based on the Substrate framework, StaFi also applies the 
same NPoS consensus as Polkadot, where users can stake FIS tokens to become 
validators or nominators. More specifically, validators run the nodes of the StaFi 
chain, and its number is limited at each stage and varies with the demand of 
operation. Moreover, nominators are responsible for electing validators. 

Seiya is a public testnet that is used to test new features or modules before being 
deployed on the mainnet. As for Sitara, it is an incentive testnet designed to 
encourage more developers to join the testnet.  

Contract Layer 

The contract layer is the core of StaFi’s technical mechanism, which supports the 
creation of Staking Contracts (SC). Staking contracts interact with the original chain, 
for example, ETH-SC is the staking contract for ETH, which is responsible for assets 
staking, redeeming, distributing rewards, and trading. The process of StaFi’s 
operating mechanism is as follows. 

1. Users initiate staking through the Staking Contract 

2. The Staking Contract creates a multi-signature address on the original chain 

3. Users confirm the transaction, then the SC transfers tokens to the multi-signature 
address  

4. Special validators sign to delegate the tokens to original validators 
5. Original validators stake the tokens on the original chain  
6. StaFi receives proofs of the original chain 
7. StaFi generates rTokens, and distributed them to stakers 

• Decentralization Implementation 

The decentralization of StaFi is realized by multi-signature addresses and secure 
multi-party computation. When users initiate staking, their tokens will be sent to an 
intermediate address managed by multiple special validators. Unlike the validators 
of the StaFi chain, special validators are randomly selected among qualified 
validators and are replaced periodically. No one owns the private key of the 
address. And only if users start staking or redemption, the system will randomly 
select N special validators asking them to sign with their private keys, and then the 
private key of the intermediate address will be generated through threshold multi-
signature technology, thus enabling the transfer of assets. 

In terms of multi-party computation, special validators can transmit the calculation 
results without revealing their private keys via this technology.
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

• Original Validators 

Expect for Stakers, users can also apply to become an original validator. After users 
initiate the staking operation, Staking Contract will delegate the assets to original 
validators from an intermediate address. Then the original validators will stake the 
tokens on the original chain and take responsibility for the operation of the original 
chain nodes. In return, original validators will obtain a portion of staked rewards 
from stakers. 

Application Layer 

The application layer mainly provides application scenarios for rTokens, which 
enables StaFi or third parties to use StaFi’s API or custom API to build upper-layer 
applications. There are mainly three types of applications: trading, recycling, cross-
chain & derivative products. 

1. Trading  

rToken can be traded on third-party exchanges, without redeeming the staked 
assets. 

2. Recycling 

The recycling of rToken indicates that when users want to exchange their rTokens to 
other assets but hardly find counterparts, the protocol can further issue FIS (StaFi’s 
native governance token) to recycle these rTokens and get benefits from the price 
spread. 

3. Cross-chain & Detivative products 

StaFi builds its own cross-chain bridges (rBridge), in which users can convert the 
rTokens between ERC20 and BEP20 tokens, and use rTokens on other DeFi 
protocols, such as lending, yielding, and derivatives.  

In September 2021, StaFi integrates with the lending protocol Liqee enabling 
rToken holders to borrow other assets by mortgaging rTokens. Based on this, StaFi 
introduced the function of leveraged staking, which means users can mortgage 
rTokens to borrow extra original assets, and stake the borrowed assets to get a 
higher yield. 

‣ rToken Ecosystem 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION
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1.2 Operation Analysis 

‣ The Roadmap of StaFi 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight 

According to the official disclosure, StaFi’s development plan for 2021 Q3 is mainly 
focused on deploying more liquidity solutions for staked assets, expanding rToken 
ecosystem, UI improvement, etc.  

So far, StaFi mainnet has supported liquidity release solutions for 7 crypto assets, 
namely ETH, BNB, FIS, DOT, KSM, ATOM, MATIC. Furthermore, StaFi has 
developed several derivative products to support application scenarios for rTokens, 
such as rBridge, rPool, and Analytics. At present, it already bridges assets between 
StaFi with Ether and BSC. 

‣ The Interface of rBridge 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight 
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PROJECT INTRODUCTION

There are two types of rPools: Mint Programs and Liquidity Programs. In Mint 
Programs, users can stake FIS to mint rToken and receive FIS rewards. Besides, users 
can provide liquidity for DEX’s rToken trading pairs for liquidity mining.  

As of September 22, 2021, Mint Programs supports single-coin mining of five 
rTokens, rETH, rDOT, rATOM, rMATIC and rBNB, with a total mining volume of 
$8,071,392, and has distributed 758,500 FIS as rewards. In addition, StaFi offers 
liquidity mining rewards for five trading pairs among three decentralized exchanges, 
with total liquidity of $56,261,567.66 and an APY of 307.77%, and the rToken price 
slippage is 12.56%. 

‣ The Interface of rPool 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight 

‣ The Interface of Analytics 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight 
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9

StaFi’s competitors are protocols that also unlock liquidity for staked assets. Lido 
and Ankr StakeFi is quite representative among these protocols. 

Lido primarily provides liquidity solutions for ETH. It features a DAO mechanism that 
elects node operators, and it distributes staked tokens and rewards based on the 
number of nodes managed by operators. 

Ankr StakeFi is a multi-chain liquidity provider for staked assets. It issues two kinds 
of alternative tokens: one is anchored 1:1 with the original token, and the staked 
reward is distributed by generating extra tokens; the other is that the number of 
alternative tokens received by the user remains the same, but the value of the token 
increases as the reward is generated. 

‣ Comparison of StaFi, Lido and Ankr StakeFi 
Source: StaFi, TokenInsight, 2021.09.22

StaFi Lido Ankr StakeFi

Supported 
Crypto Assets

ETH、BNB、FIS、DOT、

KSM、ATOM、MATIC
ETH、LUNA、SOL ETH、BNB、AVAX

Mechanism 
Comparison

1. Implementation: Lido and Ankr are built as DApps, while StaFi deploys a 
blockchain architecture, and uses a unified standard for issuing rToken. 

2. Supported crypto assets: all of the three protocols pursue multi-chain 
development, although StaFi has deployed on more chains as of now. 

3. Validators: To become an original validator for StaFi and Ankr, users are required 
to stake tokens as guarantees, while Lido select operators via the DAO election. 

4. Alternative tokens: StaFi utilizes an exchange rate model to generate rToken, as 
the value of rToken represents the value of staked tokens, stake rewards, and 
slashes. However, Lido’s alternative tokens are pegged with the original staked 
token, and Ankr has both. 

5. Ecosystem: Among these three protocols, Lido has a relatively stronger 
ecosystem, including the integration with Curve, Sushi, Balancer, Yearn, Argent, 
Zapper, etc, followed by StaFi.  

6. Minimum staking amount: In terms of ETH, for example, Lido has no quantity 
limit, while StaFi and Ankr have a minimum staking requirement of 0.01 ETH and 
0.5 ETH respectively.
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03.  
TEAM ANALYSIS   

3.1 Team Members 
According to the disclosure of the 
project, StaFi currently has a team size 
of 15 people, of which 11 of them are 
in the technical team, accounting for 
about 73.33%. 

The founder, Young Liam, has eight 
years of experience in the traditional 
Internet industry and has served as a 
senior product manager for Tencent 
and Alibaba. Liam founded Weetz, a 
PoS mining institution in 2018, and 
then created StaFi in 2019.

10

‣ StaFi Team Composition 
Source：StaFi, TokenInsight

Co-founder Tore Zhang has 7 years of experience in software development and 
worked as a software engineer at Alibaba. In addition, Tore entered the blockchain 
industry in 2017 and has more than 4 years of blockchain development experience.

3.2 Financing Information 
According to the disclosure of the project, StaFi has conducted four rounds of 
financing, including a seed round, two rounds of private sales, and IEO, with the 
financing of approximately $1M. The specific financing information is in the table 
below. 

‣ StaFi Financing Information 
Source: StaFi, TokenInsight

Financing Rounds Financing Amount Valuation Price Number of Tokens

Seed Round $371,000 $6,500,000 $0.065 5,707,692

Private Sale Round 1 $200,000 $8,200,000 $0.082 2,439,024

Private Sale Round 2 $309,000 $8,500,000 $0.085 3,635,294

IEO $110,000 $13,000,000 $0.130 846,154

Other Team
27%

Techonology Team
73%
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04.  
TOKEN ECONOMY

4.1 FIS Token Economy 
There are two main types of tokens on StaFi: rToken and FIS. FIS is the native token 
of StaFi, with three main functions: 

1. Staking: Users need to stake FIS to become a validator or nominator. 

2. Transaction fee: To initiate a transaction on StaFi, users need to pay FIS as a fee. 

3. Governance: FIS holders can participate in protocol governance. 

‣ FIS Distribution 
Source: StaFi, TokenInsight

0.85%

5.00%

5.71%

6.00%

6.07%

15.00%

21.37%
40.00%

Community Rewards
Foundation
Teams
Private Sales
Advisors
Seed Round
Ecosystem
IEO

According to the official disclosure, the initial issuance of FIS is $100M, with 
additional issuance every year. In the distribution of tokens, the largest proportion is 
community rewards (40%), which are mainly used for user and community incentives. 
The proportion of tokens held by the team and investors is 33.07%, which is 
relatively concentrated. 

According to the official unlocking information, 5.795% of FIS tokens are unlocked 
at the time of listing, and the remaining tokens will be unlocked within 2 years (the 
investor's tokens have been unlocked). Due to inflation, the circulation of FIS may 
exceed $100M after one year of issuance.
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

According to the statistics of Subscan, as of Sep 22, 2021, the issuance volume of 
FIS is 110.498M, and the total circulation is 46.49M. In addition, the staking amount 
of FIS is 25.161M, which accounts for 22.7% of the issuance of tokens. There are a 
total of 5,817 FIS holding accounts, and the top ten addresses holding a total of 
63,843,274.26 FIS tokens, accounting for about 57.78% of the total supply. 

‣ The Top10 Addresses of FIS Token Holdings 
Source: Subscan, StaFi, TokenInsight, 2021.09.22

Token Allocation Unlock Plan

Seed Round 25% unlocked at launch, 75% unlocked after 30 days for 8 months

Private Sale Round 25% unlocked at launch, 75% unlocked after 30 days for 8 months

IEO 100% unlocked on listing

Foundation 10% unlocked after 6 months, 90% unlocked within the next 12 months

Ecological Development 40% unlocked when listed, 60% for ecological cooperation

Community Rewards 10% unlocked on day 30, 90% unlocked within the next 9 months

Team 10% unlocked after 9 months, 90% unlocked within the next 9 months

Consultant 10% unlocked after 3 months, 90% unlocked within the next 6 months

‣ FIS Unlock Plan 
 Source: StaFi, TokenInsight

0M

6M

12M

18M

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th

FIS

3.748M3.785M3.787M3.790M

6.060M6.300M6.300M6.300M6.309M

17.465M
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ECOSYSTEM ANALYSIS

4.2 rToken Token Economy 
rToken is a token obtained after users stake assets. Its value not only includes the 
value of the staked assets but also covers the original chain’s staking rewards and 
Slash penalty. rToken can be used to redeem staked assets and rewards, transact on 
the secondary market, place in the third-party protocol applications, etc. 

According to statistics on the official website, as of Sep 22, 2021, the total stake 
amount of tokens on StaFi is $57.11M, and the total value of rToken is $50.36M. In 
addition, the value of the rToken crossed to the Ethereum is $35.20M, and the 
conversion rate is about 69.90%. 

Among the launched rTokens, rETH accounted for the largest proportion, reaching 
$31.865 M, accounting for 63.28% of the total value of rToken. 

‣ rToken Allocation 
Source: Stafi, TokenInsight, 2021.09.22

Exchange Pairs 24h Volume

Binance FIS-USDT $6,617,474.26

Huobi FIS-USDT $1,455,902.16

Binance FIS-BUSD $1,292,552.08

Binance FIS-BTC $341,591.92

Gate.io FIS-USDT $175,769.31

‣ Top5 Trading Pairs of FIS in 24-hour Trading Volume 
 Source: TokenInsight, 2021.09.22

$2.12M

$0.12M

$3.38M

$0.03M

$1.52M

$11.33M

$31.86M

rETH
rFIS
rDOT
rKSM
rATOM
rMATIC
rBNB
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05.  
PUBLIC SENTIMENT 
ANALYSIS   
According to TokenInsight's investigation of various StaFi community platforms, as 
of Sep 22, 2021, StaFi's official Twitter has a total of 27,063 followers and is updated 
stably. Its official Telegram group has 15,832 followers, while the official Medium has 
long-term stable updates with a total of 607 followers. 

Overall, the performance of the StaFi community is still good, but there is still room 
for development in the community on some platforms. 

‣ Number of Followers on StaFi’s Social Platforms 
  Source: TokenInsight, 2021.09.22

No Social Platform Followers

1 Twitter 27,063

2 Telegram 15,832

3 Discord 2,025

4 Medium 607
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Symbols and Definition of Risk Ratings 

AAA The technical foundation is extremely solid, the status of 
operations is extremely stable, the extent of influence on the 
project by unfavorable changes in the environment or un- certain 
factors is extremely small, and risk is extremely low.

AA The technical foundation is very solid, the status of operations is 
very stable, the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors is very small, and 
risk is very low.

A The technical foundation is solid, the status of operations is stable, 
the extent of influence on the project by unfavourable changes in 
the environment or uncertain factors is relatively small, and risk is 
relatively low.

BBB Technical feasibility is very good, the status of operations is stable, 
influence on the project by unfavourable changes in the 
environment or uncertain factors exists to a certain extent, and 
risk is controllable.

BB Technical feasibility is good, the status of operations is relatively 
stable, the possibility of influence on the project by unfavourable 
changes in the environment or uncertain factors exists to a 
relatively large extent, and risk is basically controllable.

B Technical feasibility is moderate, the status of operations is 
relatively stable, the possibility of influence on the project by 
unfavourable changes in the environment or uncertain factors 
exists to a very large extent, and risk is to a definitely limited 
extent controllable.

CCC The technical foundation or idea has certain problems, the 
application scenarios are limited, the project is susceptible to 
influence by uncertain factors, both internal and external, and has 
relatively large risk.

CC The technical foundation or idea has considerable problems, and 
application scenarios are highly limited, which makes for a project 
that has few internal or external factors to consider in the context 
of sound development, and carries a very large risk.

C The technical foundation or idea has substantial problems, and 
lacks deliberation upon possible application scenarios. The token 
has almost no usage value, and the project suffers from extremely 
large risk.

D The project is riddled with problems and carries an extremely 
high risk of failure.
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